We extend to measure chains Abel's theorem, the existence of a set ofpositive Wronskians, and the Polya and Trench factorizations of disconjugate linear A-differential operators.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the extensions to measure chains of some of the fundamental ideas in the theory of nth order linear differential equations on the real line. In particular our object is to show that the factorizations of disconjugate differential operators developed by Polya [10] and extended to difference equations by Hartman [4] is valid also in the measure chain setting. Similarly, we show that the canonical factorization due to Trench [11] and extended to difference equations by Krueger [7] is also valid for measure chains [3] and Hilger [5] for details regarding measure chains and A-derivatives. We use the standard notation f for the function f: ---,f(r(t)) defined on "r'. Throughout this paper I will denote an interval of qr which is just an interval of IR intersected with The existence, uniqueness, and extension theorems for solutions of initial value problems as well as the continuous dependence of solutions on initial data, all familiar from differential equations on IR, are also valid for differential equations on measure chains. Again see [3] and [5] and the book [8] 
where P*(s) l ai si-I and #(t)= a(t)-is the graininess.
Observe that if ql" is an interval of , then #(t)= 0 for all E in q1TM.
Thus -P, (-#) -al. Hence (2) Ein__l ai (-1) ie,(-l).
In order for this recurrence relation form of the difference equation to be disconjugate, it is necessary that (-1)"b,, > 0, i.e., P, (-> 0. But in this case #(t)= for all t, so -#(t)P(-#(t))=-,il ai(-l) i-l.
Hence the condition (-1)b, > 0 can be written as P, (-1) > 0. In the case of an arbitrary measure chain q[', this condition would be
where #(t)=a(t)-t. The general exponential function eh(a,r), as defined by Hilger [5, 6] , is given by eh(c, r)(t) exp(f h(a(s)) ds) where
Thus the solution of (3) which equals when r is given by exp(f (-P,(#(s)))ds). In this case, zh +I=-#(s)P::(#(s)) + I. Then (3) implies that log(zh+ 1)= log(1-#(s)P(#(s))) is real-valued, and hence eh(o, 7") > 0. Then wn(t) wn(r)e,(t)(-#(t)P(-#(t)) which is an extension of Abel's formula to measure chains under the assumption (3). in the sum in (3) , increases by the index of the derivative in one row of the determinant, we arrive at the first nonzero determinant D(n-k, n k + 1,..., n 2) after each of the k rows has been moved down n k positions, i.e., k(n k) differentiation operations have been performed.
The coefficient of D(n-k, n-k + 1,..., n-2) in this final sum is a positive integer, so wk(t) must be positive for 0 < a < e when e is small enough.
LEMMA 3 Letabesomepo&tinlf3 "andletx,. ..,xnbethesolutions to (1) satisfying (5) . Suppose that a < or(a) <... < err(a) trr+(a)forsome integer r, < r < n 1.
(i) If n -j > r, then wn-j has a zero of orderj at a and Wn_j(trJ(a)) > O.
(ii) If n -j < r, then wn_ has a zero of order (n -j)(j-r) at err(a) and wn_ (t) > 0 for 0 < trY(a) < for some small .
Proof Suppose that a < or(a) <-.. < crY(a) tr+(a) where < r < n.
Recall that for an n x n matrix A---[au], the antidiagonal is the set of entries a o. with +j n + 1. We say the matrix A is lower anti-triangular in case ao.= 0 if +j < n + 1, i.e., if all entries above the antidiagonal are 0. Also we say that such a matrix A is alternately signed if {=0, fori<n+l-j, (-1)Ja/j > 0, for i=n+ -j, >0, fori>n+l-j.
Let Ma denote the n n matrix ofinitial values at a, i.e., M [m0.], where mi=(-1)-6j, n+_i. We now use the equation x(t)= x(t)+ xZX(t)#(t) to get the (n-1) (n-1) matrix Mr(a) of initial values for x (tr(a)), 0 < j < n-2. Note that this is again an alternately signed lower antitriangular matrix (ASLAT). Ifwe continue using x(t) x(t) + xZX(t)#(t) for r(a), tr2(a),..., tr-(a), we will generate the r initial value matrices M,(a), < i<r. Each of these is again ASLAT. Now Wn_j(orJ(a)) M,(a) > 0 for <j < r. Thus, if r=n-1, each w is positive at some point. Suppose that r < n 2. Since err(a) is right-dense and since the matrix of initial values M,() is ASLAT, the argument of the previous lemma, with n there replaced by n r and k replaced by n -j, applies to give a point > trY(a), where wn_(t) > 0 forj > n r. The order of the zero of w_ (t) at trY(a) is (n -j)(n r (n -j)) (n -j)(j-k) by Lemma 2. 
Proof Let xl, X2, X n be the collection of solutions of (1) defined in (5 xX'(a)=0 for O<i<n-k-1, X(to)-l, and xZX'(a(t0))=0 for 0 < < k 1. Then x cx + cx. +... + cgxg since x has a zero of multiplicity n-k at a. Let W be the (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix with first column [x(to),x(a(to)),...,xZX-(a(to))]r= [0,0,...,0, xzx-(a(t0))]
and column j + equal to [x(t0), x(a(to)), x(a(to)),..., x -(a(t0))] for <j<k. Then 0 det W= Wk(tY(to)) q-(--1)kxA*-(a(to))det W where W is the k xk matrix with jth column [x(to),xj(a(to)),
xx (a(to)), ,x) (a(t0))] for <_j <_k. For function y on q which is A-differentiable at we have y(t) y(t) + yA(t)#(t). Using this identity on the columns of W we get that the jth column of W has the form [xj(to), xj(to) -F x(to)lZ(to),..., x) -F x; -1 (to)#(to)] T for <_j <_ k.
But #(to) > 0, so elementary row operations applied to W,, give det W (#(to))k-lw(to). Then 0 det W= w(a(to)) + (--1)kx zx-(a(t0)) (#(t0))g-12(t0). Now Wk(to)wk(tr(to)) < 0, SO (--1)/x/x*-(r(to))X(to) > 0 since X(to) 1. Then (4) holds with 7-a(to), and x has a generalized zero which can be written as a linear combination, with coefficients products and powers of #(a) and #(tr(a)), of the determinants of 2 x 2 submatrices of the matrix E whose ith column is the column of initial values of Y,c at a. All these determinants and indeed the determinant of each of k x k submatrices obtained by deleting n k rows and the last n k columns of E is positive. Hence we get that w2,e(crJ(a)) > 0 for 0 <j < n 4.
In the case of a general k, Wk(rJ(a)) is a linear combination of positive determinants of k x k submatrices of E with coefficients #(r(a)), 0 < <j-1, and products and powers of these nonnegative numbers.
Hence Wk,(trJ(a)) > 0for0 <j < n k 2,and thus wkis positive on [a, b] .
To show that the matrix E has this positive submatrix determinant property, recall that the polynomials 1, t, t2/2!, t3/3!,..., t"-/(n 1)! ,x w(xt, x2,..., x,,, x) /w,,. Suppose now that x, x2,..., xn are solutions to L,,x 0 so that wi := w(x, x2,..., xi) > 0 for < < n. Consider the linear A-differential operator MkX= (W(X,X2,. .. ,Xk-1, X)/ Wk) zx. MkX=O for < < k, and the coefficient of x 6 in Mkx is w_/w. Hence (w/w_la )MkX W(Xl, X2, Xk, X)/Wk, and thus w(x,x,...,Xn, X) WkWk/W_(W(X,X2,...,Xk_,X)/Wk) zx. Next apply the last result successively starting with w (xi, x2,..., x,,, x) 
TRENCH FACTORIZATION
We now turn our attention to a special form of an operator that has a Polya factorization. This form, the Trench factorization, is given by (8) where each fli > 0 on I and fb/3i(7-)AT-cxz for < < n. We assume that showing that a representation as in (8) , with fbiAT Or, <_ <_ n l, is always possible provided (7) We are now prepared to finish the proof of Theorem 7.
Proof (Theorem 7 essential uniqueness) Suppose that L, has a Trench factorization as in (8) . Then x,..., x,, as defined by (9) 1//3(t)(ao(t)//3o(t) ft c a(7-)A-) zx= a(a(t)//3it), so a22/all /31(0. Suppose that agg=ag_l(t)/(13g_l(t))ag_l,g_l for 2 <j<_k. Then ak+,k+=Lky+=akk(ak/k, SO in general we have tk(t)//3g(t)= ak+l,+l/akk for l<_k<_n-1 and all=Co(t)//3o(t). Now let x.+ be given by (9) for k=n. Then L.x.+ 1. But L.x.+ =/3.(t)/(t.a..(t)).
Hence a,,(t)/,,(t)= l/a.. and Hin=-(ci(t)/i(t)) all(1-Iin__-ak+,k+/ ak,k)/ann 1.
The interested reader can check that the necessary and sufficient condition for L,x=O to have a fundamental principal system of solutions on (a, b), i.e., principal at both a and b, given in Theorem 2 of I1 l] also extends to the measure chain setting if a is right-dense.
